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The Real Dates
Ray Kotke, Gene Doom, and John Huckeby are working together to host
a spring regional show in Northern Indiana.
As you probably know, Ray and Gene hosted a show in Mason,
MI for nearly 10 years. They lost that venue when the property sold and
had been trying to find another location. That was nearly impossible.
The pair contacted John Huckeby for assistance and John was able to
get a very nice rate at the Farmstead Inn in Shipshewana, the site of the
National August ATCA show.
We will have room for up to 200 tables. We will also have an
unbelievable sleeping room rate of only $69.
The show will begin with setup and sales on Friday evening,

APRIL1, at 6 PM and wrap up after lunch on Saturday, APRIL
2, sometime after lunch.
The show will be directly across from the Farmstead Inn. The Inn has a
much improved (over past years) free breakfast buffet included with your room,
and have now added flat-panel TVs, fridge, and microwaves to each room.
Pricing is as follows: $15 registration, Tables - $15 Special consideration
for display tables too! We will also have a “Switcher’s Corner” available.
Pizza & soft drinks on Friday night, and fresh doughnuts and coffee
on Saturday morning.
PLEASE email or call one of our hosts to register ASAP so that we
can better plan the show.

Gene Doom:

springdoom@gmail.com

John Huckeby: j.huckeby@comcast.net
Ray Kotke:

WINTER FLORIDA GET-AWAY
ANTIQUE TELEPHONE
INSULATOR SHOW
JANUARY 30, 2016
The annual Winter Telephone
Show will be held on January 30, 2016
at the Germaine Marvel
Building 210 W. Packwood Ave
Maitland, FL
The Show is across the street
from the Maitland Telephone Museum.
Sat morning setup at 7am,
Tables $25 each, additional tables $20
includes registration.
Buyer only registration $5
There will be coffee/muffins for
all included in your table/buyer
registration
Available for purchase will be grilled
chicken, hamburgers sausage/onion
sandwiches from 11am-1pm
We will have a separate table for
your unwanted items to be sold for
donations to the Museum.
Space is limited so please contact Paul
for your table needs.

kleenax@gmail.com
net

Contact Paul Miklula
407-365-4686
email wecoman@bellsouth.
650 Chapman Ct, Oviedo, FL

ATCA National Show... Farmstead Inn... Shipshewana, IN... August 5 & 6, 2016

ADVERTISEMENTS
Jon Kolger No. 561
6906 Meade Drive
Colleyville, TX 76034
(817)-329-5262
jkolger@gte.net
		
WANTED
Looking for unusual acoustic
“string” telephones, particularly
those with magneto-signaling and/
or speaking/listening tubes. Also
seeking primitive homemade acoustic
telephones, the stranger the better.
Also wanting to buy acoustic
telephone literature,such as catalogs,
flyers, instructions, etc...What do you
have?
Still looking for a BLUE North
Electric 7H6 Galion desk (or wall)
telephone.
Also still looking for a BLUE
Western Electric 302 with BLUE plungers
dated 1941 or earlier.
Lynn G Graves ATCA #372
5700 Xenon Ct.
Arvada, CO 80002-1314
303-431-1615
lggraves57@msn.com
Wanted
Broken, damaged mouthpieces
and receiver caps. I am looking to
purchase damaged, chipped and cracked
early telephone mouthpieces, bi-polar
receiver caps. I can only use them if the
threads are still good. If the threads are
functional I will pay two dollars each,
or you send me four mouthpieces and I
will send you back one repaired.
I can repair most black
bakelite telephone parts.
John Dresser #406
fjdress@PACBELL.NET

WANTED

Baird trans face marked
Baird secret service
telephone.
National Bell long pole
receiver

want

I
a Keystone or
Sterling candlestick or both.
Please contact me at 		

daverosie@brightok.net
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Dave Kuns (4030)
14 King St.
Wallace, ID. 83873
208-512-3991
Email: koonzee@yahoo.com /
phonemandave@yahoo.com
Website: www.phonemandave.net
Wanted (all original):
Keystone-nickel transmitter
(American Beauty style) having
Keystone markings.
Keystone-Transmitter cup
having Keystone markings.
Keystone-Large keystone
shaped tag w/ serial #.
Keystone-long arm switch
hook.
ANYTHING KEYSTONE!
American ElectricFiddleback (good wood).
WE-132H faceplate (blank
w/ no numbers or letters)
WE-HB fingerstop.
Stromberg CarlsonThumbwheel setup for oilcan.

Dials repaired,
calibrated, etc.

Still ONLY six
dollars
per dial
plus postage.

For Sale
Automatic
Electric 3-inch dials,
type #51, black
finger wheel, good shape
& tested $12 each.
Bell System
F-1 handsets with no
chips, tested, no cord $4
each. 		
Postage extra.
Steve Hilsz
P.O. Box 429
Salome, AZ 85348
(928) 859-3595
JYDSK@TDS.NET

WANT TO MAKE MONEY?

Large accumulation of many
styles of 1892-1980’s telephones, parts
and related as complete inventory or
continuing business enterprise.
Offering single items, or/and
any variety of quantity. No request too
small.
Most all finished inventory
including Eiffel towers for what we
have invested. If you bought us entirely
out, all phones would probably average
out at $1.00 each or less. Parts including
nearly any/every style and color of
cloth cords and cordage, since 1972.
Large supply both old and new
cords including original rattlesnake
cords.
Free catalog of 85 different
1892-1982 telephones.
Entire business and operation
for sale. Offers welcome.
Phoneco
Ron and Mary Knappen
Phonecoinc@aol.com
PO Box 70, 19813 E. Mill Rd.
Galesville, WI 54630
www.phonecoinc.com

Wanted

48 volt switchboard lamps. I think
the number is 2Y or Y2. You can email me
at rkish2@verizon.net or call me at 315785-9108. If no answer leave a message and
I will get back to you. Thanks Bob Kish.~
WANTED
Dean candlestick in original condition.
Tim Karpen ATCA 1969
tlkarpen@gmail.com

WANTED
1950 Western
Elecctric 500 set with
all correct dates
or
I will buy your 1950 dated
dial, ringer, case, receiver, and transmitter
Harry Smith
9649 Riverside Dr #1
Coral Springs, FL 33071
HarrySmith1957@gmail.com
786-277-7466
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ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED
I’m looking for these W.E.
items: AUTOVON Card Dialer cards,
RED 680A Speakerphone transmitter, G4
handset with shoulder-rest in pink, gray,
blue, turquoise or ivory, any Card Dialer
or keyset in pink, 247A KTU, 259B KTU.
Thanks! David Friedman, (310) 837-3089
or mommabirdie@netzero.net

For Sale
Package of 20 NOS Western Electric
Card Dialer cards. Will work in all
standard rotary and Touchtone Card
Dialers. Not too many left, so get ‘em
while you can! $24.99, which includes
shipping to any U.S. address.
David Friedman,
(310) 837-3089
mommabirdie@netzero.net

FOR SALE

ROYCROFT 20AL/S WE
Candlestick. 323W and 144. Extremely
Nice Original Patina. Excellent
Condition, $6500.
WE #10 Candlestick, recently
new nickel, *229* and 122 OST
Receiver $2200
WE 20B Candlestick, Good
Original Nickel, overall Nice condition
229W and 122 OST, Large knurled
transmitter nut $325
Gray Pay Station #24
Aluminum Model in Very Nice Original
Condition, $1800.
Gray Pay Station #11 Very
Nice Original Condition, $300.00
Gray Pay Station #23J
Aluminum model in Very nice original
condition, Has coin door without
drawer, $350.
Take all for $10,500. Pictures
on request, all plus shipping.

Richard Pitzer
(937) 901-1560 Pay phone Keys For Sale
rap45323@yahoo.com
29A …have all numbers available…..$20
10G......$17 (GUARANTEED to open ALL
10G and 10H locks)
29S.......$17 (For AE and Gray upper housing)
20YW9 crab lock.....$14 (for the lock on top
of the small collectors like the 23D etc.)
18B25 (for the small lock on the back of small
coin collectors......$14
10E ..$15. (For Gray/Western upper housing)
E-10-E.......$15. (For Gray/Western upper

107 Dove Court
Enon, Ohio 45323
Locks Wanted
Let me know if you have any of
these locks (with or without keys)
you want to get rid of:
11A, 14Exxx, 10E, E-10-E, 10G,
10H, 29S, 29V, 15A, 15B, 14A, 14B,
E23, MD9180, 33A2, 10L, 17xxx,
18B25, 19A, 12A, 12B, 27A, 29A
numbers 1, 11, 17, 26, 33, 39, 41, 48,
54, 61, 65, 77, 82, 83, 294. Let me
know condition, quantity and price.

Still Available and Never Outdated
Ralph O. Meyer

This 264-page book is concise, carefully researched, well indexed, and
designed as a reference for those who want to know telephone history and how
phones work. Old-Time Telephones has a 4.5-star rating on Amazon (was 5)
including glowing reviews from Steve Hilsz and Paul McFadden. The 2nd Edition
(2005) is much better than the 1st Edition (1995), so you might upgrade now if you
haven’t already done it. Old-Time Telephones is still available from Amazon for
under $30, although the publisher’s stock is getting low. An Errata for the book
is available in the TCI Library under Telephony 101 (no password needed); you
can write to me for a paper copy if you want one (just send a stamp).

WANTED
GRAY PAY STATIONS:
8A, 14J, 23, 23C, 23D
Mark Johnston
mark4589@hotmail.com
Weekday:
410-970-7067
Cell:		
443-244-2825
I would like to buy a
Western Electric transmitter to perch
bolt set with knurled nut. Please let
me know if you have one to sell.
Rick Franke
rfranke1944@GMAIL.COM
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Post
Payment,
Coin-Collector

Introduction

The Type 29 single-slot post-pay coin-collector described herein, which
is arranged for reverse battery operation and is extensively used in Strowger Dial
systems for local coin-box services is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. This coin-collec
tor, formerly known as the “nickel-grabber” may be used in any existing twowire Strowger Dial system having reverse-battery supervision, as is the standard
practice. It is extensively used as a local paystation in public places, and in resi
dences where the telephone will be used by many persons, and it is desired that
each one pay individually for the calls originated.

No Special
Equipment
at Central
Office
Fig. 1. The Type 29 Single-Slot Post-Payment
Coin-Collector.

Fig. 2. Interior View, Showing Collector
Mechanism and CashBox.

No special equipment is required at the central-office, such as coin-control
relay equipment, coin collect and refund batteries, etc., as is the case with many
types of coin-collectors. Its operation is controlled by the reversal at the con
nector switch of the transmission battery supplied to the line at the time the
called station is answered.
This collector may be used on individual line and on all party line services,
except two-party jack-per-station party lines where the connector normals
associated with one of the stations is reversed at the connector multiple.
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It may be used with wall, desk, or Monophone-type subscriber sets. When
used with either the desk or Monophone set, a four-conductor cord is required
between the telephone set and the bell box.
In Fig. 1, the suspended-coin slot and lever, is plainly visible. The ap
paratus is contained in a box approximately nine inches high, four inches wide,
and three inches deep made of heavy gauge sheet-iron, electro-galvanized and
black-japanned.
The inside dimensions of the cash box (shown in the Fig. 2) are 2¾ in.
by 3⅛ in. by 3⅝ in. It readily holds 8 dollars in nickels. It is held in place
by means of a separate lock. The cash box can be removed without unlocking
the coin collector cover, since it slides out from the bottom of the collector. This
arrangement precludes access to the mechanism by collectors. Likewise, the
inspector or repairman is not permitted access to the cash box.

Suspended
Coin Slot
and Lever

The coin-collector is arranged for wall mounting by means of wood screws,
which, when in place, are concealed under the cover. The cover is fastened to
the base by means of four bayonet joints and is locked in position. The possi
bility of any unauthorized person removing the coin-collector or tampering
with the mechanism is thereby prevented.
The coin-collector when used in conjunction with a Type 21 desk stand
and Types 1 or 11 Monophone sets may be secured to a wooden “back-board”
on which the bell box is also mounted. The collector is located at the side or
sufficiently above the bell box to permit access to the cash box, from the bottom.
It is preferable to mount the collector at the right side of the bell box. Wires
run in grooves in the rear of the back-board connect the collector to the bell box.

Wall Mounted

It is necessary to mount the collector conveniently near the location of
the desk or Monophone set, so that the user can conveniently reach the coin
chute and lever when making a call.
In originating a call, a coin is first placed in the coin slot where it remains
suspended until released by the coin release lever. The user then makes the call
in the usual manner. A ringing tone is heard when connection is established
with the desired number indicating the called station is being signalled, and the
customary response is heard when the called station is answered.

No Coin Required
for "Free Calls”

It is compulsory for the calling persons to operate the lever to release and
deposit the coin immediately after the called station has answered in order that
conversation can take place. This is because the transmitter of the associated tele
phone set is short circuited and the receiver partially shunted to prevent the user
communicating with the called station, either by means of the transmitter or
the receiver, until the release lever is operated and the coin permitted to fall
through the chute into the cash box.
On free calls, such as “Fire,” “Police,” “Information,” “Long Distance,”
etc., it is not necessary to deposit a coin.
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Fig. 2 is a photographic view of the coin collector with the cover removed.
This figure shows clearly the comparatively simple mechanism of the collector.
Circuit Operation

Description
of Circuit
Operation

The manner in which the coin collector performs the functions previously
outlined is explained in detail in the succeeding paragraphs.
Fig. 3 shows the circuit of the coin-collector in combination with a
“booster” type wall telephone arranged for grounded ringing.
The key to the operation of the collector is contained in the differential
polarized relay shown at the left of this figure. The circuit operation is as
follows:

Originating
Call

Fig. 3. Schematic Circuit of the Type 29 Coin Collector in Conjunction with a “Booster”
Type Wall Telephone.

The person making a call, place a U.S.A. five-cent piece, or slug or tokens
of similar dimensions in the coin slot, removes the receiver from the hook-switch
and, in case the station is connected to a party line, ascertains whether the line is
idle. When the “dial tone” is heard, in case dial tone is provided, dialing of the
desired number may proceed.
Upon removal of the receiver from the hook-switch, a circuit is established
from the positive side of the line, through the 25 ohm coil of the polarized
relay, the dial interrupter springs, the two upper hook-switch springs, the trans
mitter, and the 14 ohm winding of the telephone induction coil back to the
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negative line. The current flow through the 25 ohm coil of the polarized relay
is in a direction to produce a north magnetic pole at the upper end of its core.
The magnetic flux thus produced is in opposition to the magnetic flux of the
permanent magnet, and since the armature of the polarized relay is normally
in the position shown in Fig. 4-A, it accordingly remains so during the dialing
period, while the called station is being signalled and up to the instant the called
station is answered.
When the called station answers, the connector switch reverses the lines of
the calling telephone. The direction of the current flow through the circuit of
the 25 ohm coil, previously described, is thereby reversed and the magnetic
polarity of the upper end of this coil changes from a north to a south pole, thus
causing the armature to move to the position shown in Fig. 4-B. This operation
prepares a circuit through the 5,000 ohm coil of the polarized relay so, when the
receiver of the associated telephone is restored to the hook-switch, this coil will
be in series with the 25 ohm coil. It will be noted that while the receiver is off
the hook-switch, the circuit of the 5,000 ohm coil is shunted through the upper
set of hook-switch springs.

A

B

C

D

Details of
Circuit
Operation

E

Fig. 4. Schematic Circuits of the Polarized Relay During Progress of a Call. Figures Show
Polarity of the Coils at Different Periods of Operation.

The operation of the armature to the position shown in Fig. 4-B also
closes a set of three springs, shown at the right of the polarized relay in Fig. 3.
This operation short circuits the transmitter and places either an 8 or 30 ohm
shunt around the receiver, depending respectively on whether a “booster” type,
or a “series” type telephone is used.
This shunt permits the calling person to hear the called station answer,
but effectively prevents conversation until the transmitter “short” and the receiver
“shunt” are removed. This is accomplished by operating the lever at the coin
slot which permits the coin to fall through the chute into the cash box.
After conversation has terminated, the calling person replaces the receiver
on the hook-switch. This disconnects the telephone from the line, removes the
shunt from around the 5,000 ohm coil and connects it, in series with the 25 ohm
coil, across the line. The 5,000 ohm coil is thereby energized. So slight is the
magnetic effect of the 25 ohm coil, when in series with the 5,000 ohm coil, how
ever, that it may be disregarded, as far as operation of the collector is concerned.
(Continued on page 9)
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Dave Martin
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
6016 Sheaff Lane
215-628-9490
		For Sale
1. Suttle 1955 catalog #82, 64 pgs. supplies & equipment, $35
2. Patrick
& Wilkins Co. Manugs. Phila., catalog #40, 64
		
pgs. wood & iron gong boxes, signal boxes, relays, electric,
keys, annunciators, alarms, fire boxes, interior phones, $45
3. Folding phone booth door, dark wood, complete, $175
4. Dark phone booth door frame, no door, $50
5. Light wood folding phone booth door, incomplete, $50
WANTED: Garl nametag, two mounting holes 1 1/4” apart
Mark Treutelaar
414-425 1622

emberridge@yahoo.com

WANTED

Old Automatic Electric payphones with open throat
coin returns
2 1/2” WE brass bells ( I can use many)
AE candlestick receivers with the full length magnets
not cracked or damaged I will clean and polish
AE metal wall hotel type wall phones transmitter cups
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The magnetic polarity of the 5,000 ohm coil depends upon whether the
receiver at the calling station or at the called station is restored first. If the called
station is first in restoring the receiver to the hook-switch, the direction of cur
rent flow through the 5,000 ohm coil, after the receiver at the calling station is
also restored, will be such as to produce a south pole at the upper end of the coil,
as shown in Fig. 4-E. This will cause the relay armature to return to normal,
as shown in Fig. 4-A. The armature restoring to normal disconnects the collec
tor relay coils from the line, and the telephone is prepared for another call.
Should the calling person restore the receiver first; i.e. before the polarity
of the lines has been reversed back to normal by the connector switch, the direc
tion of current flow through the 5,000 ohm coil will be such as to produce a
north pole at the upper end of its core, as shown in Fig. 4-D, and will not at this
time attract the relay armature. The line relay of the connector switch, however,
will not remain energized through the combined (5.025 ohm) resistance of the
two coils of the polarized relay; therefore, the switch train will release. Current
will then be supplied to the line, through the line relay of the lineswitch, which
will flow through the 5,000 coil in a direction that will change the polarity
at the upper end of its coil to south, as shown in Fig. 4-E. The relay armature
will be returned to normal, as shown in Fig. 4-A. (The line relay of the lineswitch will not operate through the 5,025 ohms resistance.)

Non-Repeating
Feature

A feature of this coin-collector is its non-repeating characteristics; that is,
should the called person restore the receiver to the hook-switch or manipulate
it before conversation is completed, the calling person will not be required to
deposit another coin before conversation can be re-established. Each time this
occurs the current through the calling telephone will be reversed back to normal.
This reversal of current causes the magnetic polarity at the upper end of the 25
ohm coil to change from south (Fig. 4-B) to north (Fig. 4-C) which tends to
repell instead of attract the armature. This force, however, is not sufficient to
overcome that produced by the magnetic flux of the permanent magnet, and the
armature, therefore, does not change position. (The 5,000 ohm winding is
shunted from the circuit, in this case.)
On incoming or on free calls, since there is no reversal of current, the arma
ture of the polarized relay remains at normal (Fig. 4-A) during the entire period
of connection.
Mechanical Operation

Mechanical
Details

Fig. 5 shows diagrammatically the front and side views of the coin-col
lector mechanism. As shown, the lower end of the armature arm is bent for
ward. This extension, which is D-shaped, catches in back of a notched projection
of the “trigger spring.” To this armature arm is secured a bushing arm which
operates the left hand set of contact springs.
The “trigger spring” is attached to the first (lever) spring of the right
hand contact spring assembly, by means of a stirrup hinge. It is held against
the armature arm extension by a retractile spring attached to the trigger spring
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near its forward end. This end of the trigger spring, which projects toward the
rear at right angles, extends into a cut-away portion of the coin chute so that
when a coin falls through the chute it engages the trigger spring, thereby trip
ping it.
Normally the armature is at the right and engaging the trigger spring catch.
The contact spring to which the trigger spring is hinged has a normal tension
tending to keep the three right hand contact springs apart. Likewise, the left
hand pair of contact springs are normally separated.

Mechanical
Operation
( Continued )

Fig. 5. Diagrammatic View of Coin-Collector Mechanism.

When a reversal in polarity of the current supplied to the telephone occurs,
at the time the called station is answered, the armature is so attracted that its
arm moves to the left. This operation causes: the trigger spring to move in the
same direction so as to project into the coin chute; the right hand set of three
contact springs to make, through the movement of the tripping spring; and the
left hand set of contact springs to make, by the movement of the bushing arm
attached to the armature arm projection.
The coin in descending the chute on its way to the cash box, hits the trig
ger spring, thereby releasing it from the armature arm. The trigger spring thus
being released is moved to the right by the tension of the contact spring to which
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it is hinged. This operation allows the three contact springs, which prevent
conversation when made, to separate.
The left hand pair of contact springs remain closed, regardless of whether
the trigger spring has or has not been tripped, until release of the connection
occurs. Upon release, as previously described under “Circuit Operation” the
armature moves to the right, or normal, position reengaging the catch of the
trigger spring and separating the left hand set of contact springs, thus opening
the polarized relay coils from the line and restoring the collector and telephone
to normal.
In the interior of the coin chute and just above the cut-away portion is lo
cated a flat spring, as indicated in Fig. 5. The purpose of this spring is to deflect
coins, slugs, etc., smaller in diameter than a nickel, toward the left, to prevent
them from tripping the trigger spring on their way to the cash box.
As will be observed in Figs. 2 and 5, the chute also is equipped with a sharpedged, hinged shutter held down by a flat spring, thus keeping the lower part of
the coin chute normally closed.
The purpose of this trap is two-fold: it effectively prevents a coin with a
wire or a string attached or any similar device from being let down the chute
until the trigger spring is released, and then withdrawn; it also prevents the
removal of coins from the cash box via the coin chute by inverting the coin col
lector and vigorously shaking it.
The Type 29 coin collector contains a number of mechanical improvements
over previous types of single slot coin collectors among which is the suspended
coin slot, this assembly can, if desired, be attached to existing “nickel grabbers.”
Backboard

Backboard

Weight

A standard backboard arranged to mount either a wall telephone or bell
box at the left and the Type 29 coin collector at the right can be supplied. These
backboards are of wood, with beaded edges and rounded corners. The front
and the edges are of ebonized finish.
Weight
The net weight of the coin-collector is approximately 5½ pounds.

PRINTED IN THE U. S. A.
S. D. CHILDS 8c CO.
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Our history is worth knowing...

A History of Communication Made Possible by the Telephone is a
well organized book guiding readers through the early development
of the phone by Alexander Graham Bell up through the present day
land line phones. The accompanied narrative is easy to read and
describes each telephone along with interesting facts. You may
agree after seeing this book, which is 237 pages in full color, that
the telephone might be the greatest invention made by man.

A HISTORY OF COMMUNIC ATION
M I A M A L U C H I a n d D O N A L D WA LT O N
FEATURING THE WALTON TELEPHONE COLLECTION

Send Check or Money Order to:
Donald Walton Book Account
T: 503-646-2079
7390 SW 101st Street
E: donaldwalton@comcast.net
Beaverton, OR 97008
ISBN: 978-1-4507-1716-8
Price: $25 includes shipping and handling

w w w. w a l t o n t e l e p h o n e b o o k . c o m
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